April 14, 2010

Mayor Fred Eisenberger
City of Hamilton
77 James Street North
Hamilton, ON L8R 2K3

RE: Federal legislation for transit and other green commuter choices

Dear Mayor Eisenberger and Council,

Declining air quality and the threat of climate change demand creative ideas that encourage alternative commuting choices to the single-occupancy car.

We therefore write to ask for your support for Bill C-466, which would facilitate green commuter choices for Canadians by making employer-provided benefits for transit, carpooling and bicycle commuting tax-free at the federal level.

Across Canada, regional and municipal governments like yours are challenged to provide high-quality, accessible and affordable transit service to their residents within ever-tightening budgets. The annual choice between fare hikes, tax increases or operational deficits is not sustainable for the fiscal or social health of our communities.

Bill C-466 is a good first step toward alleviating this dilemma. In addition to increasing transit demand on individual and company-wide levels, it would assist long-term institutional planning for transit authorities by facilitating cost-effective bulk transit purchases by employers. The Bill is supported by the Canadian Urban Transit Association, which has advocated for this measure for over two decades.

Further, Bill C-466 incorporates other green commuter choices for the first time in Canadian history, in recognition of the exceptional efforts of Canadian cities to make sustainable transportation a priority in their municipal planning. Traffic congestion is increasingly recognized as a critical urban planning issue in need of cost-effective solutions, and the creation of viable, safe, user-friendly bicycle infrastructure requires increased demand and resources. Bill C-466 rewards green commuters and brings carpooling and bicycle commuting onto the radar of the federal government.

We recognize the gross fiscal imbalance between the federal government and Canadian cities that dates back to the downloading of social program costs during the 1990s. It is evidenced by today’s cumulative $238-billion municipal infrastructure deficit, and it is exacerbated by the continued requirement of cities to pay one third of shared project costs with only eight percent of national tax revenues. For that reason, the federal NDP remains committed to a national transit strategy and an increase in the municipal share of the gas tax.
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In the meantime, we respectfully ask for your written support of Bill C-466, addressed to the prime minister and copied to the Bill's sponsor, Denise Savoie, MP (Victoria). Any additional advocacy – in the media, to your residents, or in representations to your fellow municipal leaders and other levels of government – would be greatly appreciated. Please do not hesitate to contact Ms. Savoie's office at 613-996-2358 or savoid@parl.gc.ca to discuss other avenues to express your support and contribute to our campaign to pass C-466 into law.

Thank you for your attention.

In solidarity,

Denise Savoie, MP
Victoria

Jack Layton, MP, Leader
New Democratic Party of Canada

Chris Charlton, MP
Hamilton Mountain

David Christopherson, MP
Hamilton Centre

Wayne Marston, MP
Hamilton East-Stoney Creek